# Irish Setter Club of America Medallions 2018

## Championship Titles

### Champion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH Legacy's Sharp Shooter JH</td>
<td>Gloria Askins &amp; Patricia Nagel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Regalaire Into The Mystic</td>
<td>Deanna Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Kinross N Estrella Emerald Rain</td>
<td>Linda Blackman &amp; Sherry Oke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Ramblin' Red Slamdunk Hostess With The Mostest CGC TKN</td>
<td>Sally Campbell &amp; Anne Marie Kubacz &amp; Peter Kubacz &amp; Louis Molnar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Jadestar Western Swing</td>
<td>Kathleen Crocker &amp; Janet Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 OFP RATO CGC TKN</td>
<td>Wendy L Culbertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Emerald Isl's T For Texas</td>
<td>Debra Davis &amp; Susan Schafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Windchime Charmed Circle</td>
<td>Peggy Davis &amp; Sherry Oke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Beaubriar's Awestruck</td>
<td>Michelle DeChambeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Beaubriar's Life's A Beach</td>
<td>Michelle DeChambeau &amp; Paulette Peckol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Rusticwood Hart Of Dixie CA</td>
<td>Carolyn S Dison &amp; Haley Coker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Roseofscholls My Wild Irish Rose</td>
<td>Marlene Edwards &amp; John Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Redscents X-Box Cowboy</td>
<td>Sinda L Effler &amp; Susan Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Ruairi's Worthy Of Recognition</td>
<td>Ms. Amanda Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Ruairi's Abracadabra CGC TKN</td>
<td>Ms. Amanda Evans &amp; Penny Estes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Vermilion's Sex, Lies, And Serious Money</td>
<td>Mary P Foote &amp; Adam Bernard &amp; Bruce Foote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Vermilion's Red Headed Stranger</td>
<td>Mary P Foote &amp; Bruce A Foote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Kellyglen's First We Take Manhattan</td>
<td>Mary P Foote &amp; Bruce A Foote &amp; Suzanne Walker &amp; Kim Kazee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Firle Oak Photo Finish</td>
<td>Anita Gage &amp; Tom Gage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Antares Superstition Great Communicator</td>
<td>Mary Goeke &amp; Patrick Goeke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Seagrene Eyes For You</td>
<td>Christine Greene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Doneire's Kissed By Fire</td>
<td>Mrs. Donna M Groteguth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Carillon Taking The Long Way Round</td>
<td>Mrs. Carolyn R Hills &amp; harrison faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Ashton Born To Fly</td>
<td>Janet Jenkins Hylton &amp; Gary Hylton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Winfree's Pot Of Gold</td>
<td>Bonita Marie Ingram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Anamacara If I Ruled The World</td>
<td>Gail Jackson &amp; Tamara Jackson &amp; John O Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Red Barn Huntly Syncopated Rhythm JH</td>
<td>Karolynne McAteer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CH Rosette Fly Me To The Moon                       Laura Edwards Johnson & Debbie Murray
CH Lucky Morn Best Dressed                                             Linda Kalmar & Janet Ziech
CH Aintree American Soldier                        Charlotte A Kay
CH Captiva's Time After Time                Jelena Kreitmayer & Frank Sladek
CH Mcauley Lucky Charm              Debbie Mckay Lacy & Albert Becherini
CH Militza's Enchanted                         Mrs. Cynthia C Lampley
CH Evergreen Trendsetters' Imagine That               Kathleen Landon
CH Cairncross The Places You'll Go                                                                                          JoAnne Larsen & Renette Berggren & Celeste Gavin-Clark
CH Jadestar Untamed Spirit JH                                Jean Lawless
CH Courtwood Clairvoyant CGCA                        DEBORAH LAWRENCE & Donald Lawrence
CH Claret Blooming Wildflower CGCA TKN                                                                                         Donald Lawrence & DEBORAH LAWRENCE
CH Avon Farm Little Miss Sunshine                                Amy Maxwell & Leslie Russell
CH Kinross Kiss My Grits                                  Sam Houston McDonald & Larry Larkin
CH Jolly Saint Nick O'Shenandoah               Jo Ann P Medica & Ms. Leslie Ann Russell
CH Rouxchien Highwayman                               Judith Scott & Suzanne Menard & Philip Scott
CH Rouxchien Gold Dust Woman                          Suzanne Menard & Linda K Herzberg
CH Galewinns Me Two                                      Krista Musil
GCH CH Lunn's Zippity Doo Dah                               Krista Musil
CH Selwyn's Spellbound                                      Suzanne M Pereau
CH Clarendon's Ringing In The New Year Laurie A Raymond & Robert E Crader
CH Jamond's Play It Again At Parkwood               Tamara Sasso & Duane Sasso
CH Courtwood Light Up The Sky                   Linda Schindler & Patrick Schindler
CH Jadestar Wildest Dreams                                         Janet Smith
CH Redtale Time Flies When You're Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA
CH Tramore Still Honor                                           Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray
CH Redridge So It Happened One Moon Lite Night            Ginny Swanson
GCH CH Redridge On The Night Wind She Calls                Lissa L Tiffany
GCH CH Rusticwood Seregon Secret CGC TKN                                                                                       Adrienne L Wade D.V.M. & Carolyn S Dison & Ms. Marilyn T Wade
CH Avon Farm Pure Gold                              Patti Wendling & Ms. Leslie Ann Russell
CH Kinloch Windem Presumed Innocent                        Kate B Yoder & Bradley W Yoder

GRAND CHAMPION

GCH CH Eastwind's Get Your Shine On                         Jackie Allen & Jolynn Athorp
GCH CH Windrose Lipstick Kisses                                                                                           Nancy Lee Conner & Carol Horner & Linda Callaghan
GCH CH Red Cloud Doin A Double Take                           Laurie Darrel & Dawn D Stafford
GCH CH Beaubriar's Surfrunner BN RE JH CGC TKN .........................................................
.......................................................... Michelle DeChambeau & Paulette Peckol
GCH CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF
SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA ............................................................... Lynn Kwiatkowski
GCH CH Claret Blazing Sunset CGCA TKN .................................................................
.......................................................... DEBORAH LAWRENCE & Donald Lawrence
GCH CH Lunn's Zippity Doo Dah ................................................................. Krista Musil
GCH CH Beaubriar's Ambition BN RN SCN SBN SHDN TKI...........................................
.......................................................... Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
GCH CH Redridge On The Night Wind She Calls ..........................................................Lissa L Tiffany

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE

GCHB CH Windntide Beachcomber DS DJ .................................................................
................................................ Patrick McGarry & Katherine Toohey & Carol McGarry
GCHB CH Onora Cassiopeia ................................................................. Robert White & Leslie White

GRAND CHAMPION SILVER

GCHG CH Fyrethorn It's Elementary BN CGCA.....Richard Krasley & Debra Krasley
GCHG CH Rouxchien Rock Star Of The Pack JH.........................................................
.................................................................. Suzanne Menard & Linda K Herzberg

GRAND CHAMPION GOLD

GCHG CH Fyrethorn It's Elementary BN CGCA.....Richard Krasley & Debra Krasley
GCHG CH Rouxchien Rock Star Of The Pack JH.........................................................
.................................................................. Suzanne Menard & Linda K Herzberg

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH Heartsong's Finn O'Hara MXS MJS XF T2B2...............................SUSAN M HANSEN

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2

MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2
CA CGCA TKN ................................................................. Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3

MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2 CA CGCA TKN.................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION 3

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN...............................Wendy L Culbertson

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION 4

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN.................................Wendy L Culbertson
COMPANION & PERFORMANCE
EVENT TITLES

COMPANION DOG

Miss Phantom Lc Almond Eyes CD BN RN ........................................ Angela Burns
GCHB CH Courtwood Blazin' His Own Trail CD BN RN ......................Eileen Harbour
Silvermoon Dance The Night Away CD PCD BN RI CGC TKN .........................
................................................................................................................Deborah Sherwood & Aileen Frazier
Fyreside Belles Beauty Keeley CD BN RN OA OAJ AJP NF RATN CGC TKI ........
................................................................................................................Melissa Suter
CH Pinray's Sweet Callalily CD BN RA CGC .................................................................
................................................................................................................Charlotte & Raymond Prosics & Andrea & Trey Weaver
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN ......................
................................................................................................................Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli

COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT

Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN ......................
Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavage
CH Shadagee Moving Violation CDX BN RE JH NA OAJ OAP THDN CGC TKI ..............
................................................................................................................Lynda Van Auken & Nancy Lee Conner

BEGINNER NOVICE

GCH CH Beaubriar's Ambition BN RN SCN SBN SHDN TKI .................................
................................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
CH Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA ........
................................................................................................................Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray
Silvermoon Dance The Night Away CD PCD BN RI CGC TKN ..........................
................................................................................................................Deborah Sherwood & Aileen Frazier
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN ......................
................................................................................................................Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli

PREFERRED COMPANION DOG

Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD PCD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B CA CGCA TKI.
................................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
Silvermoon Dance The Night Away CD PCD BN RI CGC TKN ..........................
................................................................................................................Deborah Sherwood & Aileen Frazier
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ..........
........................................................................................................ Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

VERSATILITY

CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER..........................
........................................................................................................ Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

OBEEDIENCE MASTER 3

CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER..........................
........................................................................................................ Karen A Bedeau & Debbie Murray

RALLY NOVICE

CH Conamara Class Act RN............................ Linda K Herzberg & Suzanne Menard
Rouxchien Classic Rock At Maple Run RN....... Linda Herzberg & Suzanne Menard
Anamacara On Top Of The World RN CGC .........................................................
........................................................................................................ Gail Jackson & Tamara Jackson & John O Jackson
Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN.....................
Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavage
GCH CH Beaubriar's Ambition BN RN SCN SBN SHDN TKI......................................
........................................................................................................ Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI ....................
........................................................................................................ Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN............................
........................................................................................................ Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli

RALLY INTERMEDIATE

Redfeathers Kick It Up A Notch CD PCD BN RI RATN CGC TKN ...........................
........................................................................................................ Wendy L Culbertson
GCH CH Tramore Premier Duet RA CGC ...Gwendolynn Newman & John Newman
GCH CH Shine-On Hey Look Me Over CD RI SH AX OAJ OF CGC TKI......................
........................................................................................................ Margaret Norris & Gina Hemphill
Pinray's Crimson Sail RA JH..................................................Sharon Miller
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
........................................................................................................ Sarah Schroeder
Silvermoon Dance The Night Away CD PCD BN RI CGC TKN ..............................
........................................................................................................ Deborah Sherwood & Aileen Frazier
CH Windwood Intaglio Of Shadyview BN RA CA............................................ Marty Siegrist
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN............................
........................................................................................................
RALLY ADVANCED

GCH CH Tramore Premier Duet RA CGC ...Gwendolynn Newman & John Newman
Pinray's Crimson Sail RA JH ............................................................... Sharon Miller
CH Pinray's Sweet Callalily CD BN RA CGC ........................................
.................................................. Charlotte & Raymond Prosics & Andrea & Trey Weaver
CH Windwood Intaglio Of Shadyview BN RA CA ................................... Marty Siegrist
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN ..................
.................................................. Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ......
................................................................................................. Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

RALLY EXCELLENT

CH Anamacara Love At First Sight CD PCD BN RE CGC .......................................................... Gail Jackson & Tamara Jackson & John O Jackson
Shadyview's Mythodical Sarah Jane VCD1 BN RE SCN SBN ............ Marty Siegrist
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN ..................
.................................................. Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ......
................................................................................................. Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT

Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ......
................................................................................................. Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

RALLY MASTER

Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ......
................................................................................................. Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

JUNIOR HUNTER

Windntide Odyssey JH .................................................. Patrick McGarry & Carol R McGarry
CH Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA ........
................................................................................................. Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray
Russell's Karrycourt Kiara JH........................................Brian Wagner & Jeannie Wagner
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ........
..................................................................................................Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

NOVICE AGILITY

Shine-On Good Golly Miss Molly NA NAJ OF TKN...................................................
..........................................................................................Margaret Norris & Gina Hemphill
Redfeathers Kick Start My Heart NA NAJ..........Marlys Semple & Patrick Semple
CH Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA........
..................................................................................................Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray

OPEN AGILITY

Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI ....................
......................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

AGILITY EXCELLENT

CH Cinnabar Heart's Delight By Kinross CD BN RE AX AXJ OF CGC ......................
..................................................................................................................Pamela Warner

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT

Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD PCD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B CA CGCA TKI.
......................................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

Shine-On Good Golly Miss Molly NA NAJ OF TKN..................................................
.................................................................................................................Margaret Norris & Gina Hemphill
Redfeathers Kick Start My Heart NA NAJ..........Marlys Semple & Patrick Semple
CH Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA........
.................................................................................................................Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI ....................
......................................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER
GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN............................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson

NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED
GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN............................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI .....................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

OPEN AGILITY PREFERRED
GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN............................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson

AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED
Fyreside Belles Beauty Keeley CD BN RN OA OAJ AXP AJP NF RATN CGC TKI........Melissa Suter

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 2
CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN .....Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 3
CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN .....Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 4
CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN .....Wendy L Culbertson
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 7
MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN........................................... Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 8
MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN........................................... Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT PREFERRED 9
MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN........................................... Wendy L Culbertson

AGILITY FAST NOVICE PREFERRED
GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN.............................................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN.............................
Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavage
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI .........................
.................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

TIME 2 BEAT
Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD PCD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B CA CGCA TKI.
.................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

TIME 2 BEAT 2
MACH Heartsong's Finn O'Hara MXS MJS XF T2B2......................SUSAN M HANSEN
MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2
CA CGCA TKN.........................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

MASTER SILVER AGILITY
MACH Heartsong's Finn O'Hara MXS MJS XF T2B2......................SUSAN M HANSEN
MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2
CA CGCA TKN.........................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
**MASTER GOLD AGILITY**

MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisburys RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2 CA CGCA TKN............................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

**MASTER BRONZE AGILITY PREFERRED**

CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN ..... .................................................................Wendy L Culbertson

**MASTER GOLD AGILITY PREFERRED**

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJP4 OFP T2B CGC TKN......................................................Wendy L Culbertson

**NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED**

GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN..........................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI ......................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

**OPEN AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED**

GCHB CH Mi Jean's Vixen JH OA AXJ OAP OJP OF NFP CGC TKN..........................Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson

**EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED**

Fyreside Belles Beauty Keeley CD BN RN OA OAJ AXP AJP NF RATN CGC TKI....... .................................................................Melissa Suter

**MASTER BRONZE JUMPER**

Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD PCD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B CA CGCA TKI. .................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 2

CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN ..... 
............................................................................................................ Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 3

CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN ..... 
............................................................................................................ Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 4

CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN ..... 
............................................................................................................ Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER SILVER JUMPER

MACH Heartson's Finn O'Hara MXS MJS XF T2B2.................SUSAN M HANSEN

MASTER GOLD JUMPER

MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2 
CA CGCA TKN.................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER

MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2 
CA CGCA TKN.................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 8

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 
MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN......................................................... Wendy L Culbertson
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 9

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN................................. Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER PREFERRED

CH Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OFP RATO CGC TKN ..... .......................................................... Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 10

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN................................. Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 11

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN................................. Wendy L Culbertson

MASTER CENTURY JUMPER PREFERRED

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN................................. Wendy L Culbertson

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT 3

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN................................. Wendy L Culbertson

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT 4

MACH PACH4 Redfeathers I Hope You Dance MXB MJB MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX4 OF OFP T2B CGC TKN................................. Wendy L Culbertson
AGILITY FAST NOVICE

Shine-On Good Golly Miss Molly NA NAJ OF TKN.........................................................
..............................................................................................................Margaret Norris & Gina Hemphill
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI .........................
..............................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
CH Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA ...........
..............................................................................................................Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray

AGILITY FAST OPEN

Shine-On Good Golly Miss Molly NA NAJ OF TKN.........................................................
..............................................................................................................Margaret Norris & Gina Hemphill
GCH CH Shine-On Hey Look Me Over CD RI SH AX OAJ OF CGC TKI..........................
..............................................................................................................Margaret Norris & Gina Hemphill
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI .........................
..............................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
CH Cinnabar Heart's Delight By Kinross CD BN RE AX AXJ OF CGC .......................
..............................................................................................................Pamela Warner

AGILITY MASTER FAST EXCELLENT

MACH3 Carousel's In The Nick Of Time At Salisbury's RN JH MXG MJC MXF T2B2
CA CGCA TKN.................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD PCD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B CA CGCA TKI.
..............................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

COURSING ABILITY

Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI .........................
..............................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
Salisbury's Wile E. Coyote CD PCD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B CA CGCA TKI.
..............................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury

BCAT

Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN......................
Lynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavage
SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE

Evergreen First In Fashion CDX RAE TD SCA SIN CGC ....................... Katharine Ball
Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA ...........................................................
........................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner
Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN..................
Clynn Kwiatkowski & Frances L Sloughfy & Charles Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavage
GCH CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF
SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA .................................................................Lynn Kwiatkowski
GCH CH Beaubriar’s Ambition BN RN SCN SBN SHDN TKI.................................
........................................................................Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
........................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder

SCENT WORK CONTAINER ADVANCED

Evergreen First In Fashion CDX RAE TD SCA SIN CGC ....................... Katharine Ball
Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA ...........................................................
........................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner

SCENT WORK INTERIOR NOVICE

Evergreen First In Fashion CDX RAE TD SCA SIN CGC ....................... Katharine Ball
GCH CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF
SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA .................................................................Lynn Kwiatkowski

SCENT WORK INTERIOR ADVANCED

Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA ...........................................................
........................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
........................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR NOVICE

Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA ...........................................................
........................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
........................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder
SCENT WORK EXTERIOR ADVANCED

Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA .................................................................
.............................................................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner

SCENT WORK BURIED NOVICE

GCH CH Beaubriar's Ambition BN RN SCN SBN SHDN TKI.................................
.............................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
.............................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder

SCENT WORK BURIED ADVANCED

Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA .................................................................
.............................................................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
.............................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder

SCENT WORK NOVICE

Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA .................................................................
.............................................................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner
CH Wicklow Playing With Loaded Dice CD PCD BN RI JH SWN SIA SBA SHDN CGC.
.............................................................................................................Sarah Schroeder

SCENT WORK ADVANCED

Tiltime Will I Ever Have Time SWA .................................................................
.............................................................................................................Mrs. Carolyn W Kerner & Mr. Michael A Kerner

THERAPY DOG ADVANCED

MACH3 PACH5 Salisbury's Irish Bucket O' Rust RN JH MXG MJB2 MXP12 MXPC
MJP18 MJPG2 PAX5 OF XFP T2B T2BP THDA CGCA TKN .................................
.............................................................................................................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

Evergreen First In Fashion CDX RAE TD SCA SIN CGC ..................... Katharine Ball
CH Ramblin' Red Slam Dunk Hostess With The Mostest CGC TKN ..................
  .....Sally Campbell & Anne Marie Kubacz & Peter Kubacz & Louis Molnar
GCH CH Beaubriar's Surfrunner BN RE JH CGC TKN ...............................
  ............................................................................................ Michelle DeChambeau & Paulette Peckol
CH Ruairi’s Abracadabra CGC TKN ..............................Ms. Amanda Evans & Penny Estes
Anamacara On Top Of The World RN CGC ........................................
  ............................................................................................ Gail Jackson & Tamara Jackson & John O Jackson
Bramblebush A Time For Us CGC ..........................................................
  ............................................................................................ Rick Lovorn & Lee Lovorn & Cheryl Stiehl D.V.M.
CH Pinray's Sweet Callalily CD BN RA CGC ........................................
  ............................................................................................ Charlotte & Raymond Prosics & Andrea & Trey Weaver
Salisbury's Because I Said So CGCA TKN ...............................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
CH Redtale Time Flies When You're Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA ....
  ............................................................................................ Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray
CH Rusticwood Seregon Secret CGC TKN ................................................
  ............................................................................................ Adrienne L Wade D.V.M. & Carolyn S Dison & Ms. Marilyn T Wade
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN .................
  ............................................................................................ Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ......
  ............................................................................................ Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson

ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

Salisbury’s Because I Said So CGCA TKN ...............................Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
MACH3 PACH5 Salisbury's Irish Bucket O’ Rust RN JH MXG MJB2 MXP12 MXPC
MJP18 MJPG2 PAX5 OF XFP T2B T2BP THDA CGCA TKN ............................
  ............................................................................................ Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI ..............
  ............................................................................................ Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RE CGCA TKN .................
  ............................................................................................ Jeanine & Tristan Wilson & Patty & Mike Fanelli
Ramblin' Red When Irish Eyes Are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA TKN ......
  ............................................................................................ Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson
2018 ISCA AWARD WINNERS

We gratefully acknowledge the donors of the awards listed below.

OBEDIENCE AWARDS

BEGINNER NOVICE (BN) AWARD
Mary Lamphier
Highest total score completing a BN

Winner: Rum raisin Angel’s Delight BN CGC TKN
Owner: Susan E Kwiatkowski & Debra A Hamilton
586 pts

Runner-up: Silvermoon Dance The Night Away BN RN
Owner: Deborah Sherwood & Aileen Frazier
577 points

BEGINNER NOVICE (BN) AWARD
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
Fyrethorn Trophy
In honor of CH Fyrethorn Straigh flush BN RN CGC ROM ROMV “Celine”
Highest total score completing a BN by a CH owner handled

Winner: GCH CH Beaubriar’s Ambition BN RN SHDN TKI
Owner: Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
576.5 pts

Runner-up: CH Avon Farm Play With Fire At Kilkieran PCD BN RN
CGC
Owner: Bobbi Fisher & Nathan Fisher & Melinda Fox &
Mitchell Fox
572.5 pts

NOVICE A COMPANION DOG (CD) AWARD
Shea Swanson
Cassi Girl Trophy
In memory of Vermilion Sentimental Journey, “Cassi”
Highest total score completing a CD title from Novice A

Winner: Fyreside Belles Beauty Keeley CD BN RN SHDN TKI
Owner: Melissa Suter
545.5 pts

Runner-up: No applicant

NOVICE B COMPANION DOG (CD) AWARD
Aileen Frazier
*In memory of Witchwynd Sunday’s Dream CDX GN BN RE CGC*

Highest total score completing a CD title from Novice B

**Winner:** Silvermoon Dance The Night Away CD PCD BN RN CGC TKN
**Owner:** Deborah Sherwood & Aileen Frazier
565.5 pts

Runner-up: Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Charged CD BN RA CGA
**Owner:** Jeanine Wilson & Patty Fanelli & Mike Fanelli & Tristan Wilson
552.5 pts

**GRADUATE NOVICE / GRADUATE OPEN (GN/GO) AWARD**
**ISCA**

Highest total score completing a GN or GO by a CH, owner handled

**Winner:** No applicant

**COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT (CDX) AWARD**
**Danice Casper, Ph.D.**
**Wolfscroft Trophy**
*In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper*

Highest total score completing a CDX title

**Winner:** Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN
**Owner:** Lynn Kwiatkowski, Charles Sloughfy, Frances L Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavage
558 pts

Runner-up: Ch Shadagee Moving Violation CDX BN RE JH NA OAJ OAP THDN CGC TKI
**Owner:** Lynda Van Auken & Nancy Lee Conner

**UTILITY DOG (UD) AWARD**
**Nina Johnson**

Highest total score completing a UD title

**Winner:** No applicant

**UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT (UDX) AWARD**
**Kay & Bill Bedeau**
**Token Trophy**
*In memory of CH OTCH Bluewin’s Fancy O’Shaughnessy JH VC and CH OTCH Bentree Token’s Iceman Cometh UDX2 RE JH AX AXJ VC*

For earning the most legs towards a UDX title during the award year (multiple UDX titles do not count)
Winner: GCH CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
1 leg

Runner-up: No applicant

FIRST PLACEMENTS AT ALL-BREED TRIALS AWARD
ISCA
Glencho Ruddy Oogh Trophy
In memory of Emily Schweitzer
Greatest number of first placements in Novice, Open or Utility at all-breed trials

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
11 first placements

Runner-up: CH Shadagee Moving Violation CDX BN NA OAJ OAP THDN CGC TKI
Owner: Lynda Van Auken & Nancy Lee Conner
2 first placements

GREATEST TOTAL SCORE, FIRST TO FOURTH PLACE AWARD
Tristan Wilson
Smitten Trophy
In honor of Sunrunner’s Harlequin Romance CD BN RN JH VC CGC, “Smitten”
Highest total score placing first to fourth in obedience trials

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
2562.5 pts

Runner up: GCH CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
1551 pts

HIGH COMBINED AWARD
Patti Normandin
In memory of U-CDX Token’s Into The Woods UD RTD CGC
Highest combined score in Open and Utility at one trial

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
394.5 pts
Runner-up: GCH CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
387 pts

SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD
ISCA
Greatest number of firsts at independent Specialty Shows

Winner: CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
6 specialty firsts

Runner-up: Fyrethorn Exactly Right CDX BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski / Charles Sloughfy / Frances L Sloughfy / Daniel Adamavage
2 specialty firsts

HIGHEST SCORING CHAMPION AWARD
ISCA
Highest scoring Champion of record in obedience competition

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
595.5 pts

Runner-up: CH Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ OF SCN SIN THDN CGCA TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
589.0 pts

OBEDIENCE TITLE, POINTS TOWARD CHAMPION AWARD
Sandy Jones
Ireland’s Irish Trophy
In memory of Nonda Jones
For completing an Obedience title and accumulating at least two points towards a breed Championship

Winner: Meadowview Five Star Cayenne CD PCD BN RAE JH AX AXJ OF CGC TKP
Owner: Robyn Foust & Mitch Foust
8 pts & CD

Runner-up: Fyrethorn Exactly Right DX BN RN NA NAJ OFNFP BCAT SCN TKN
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski / Charles Sloughfy / Frances L Sloughfy / Daniel Adamavage
2 pts & CDX
OTCH POINTS AWARD ISCA
For earning the greatest number of OTCH points

Winner: CH OTCH Redtale Walking On Sunshine UDX OM3 BN GO VER
Owner: Karen Bedeau & Debbie Murray
13 pts

Runner-up: GCH Ch Fyrethorn Flash Forward UD OM1 BN GN GO VER RAE2 JH OA AXJ SCN SIN THDN CGC TKA
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski
2 pts

CHAMPION TRACKER AWARD
Jeanine Wilson
Shevy Trophy
In honor of CH CT Sunrunner’s Heartbeat of America CD BN VST JH VC CGC, “Shevy”
For attaining Champion Tracker title

Winner: No applicant

RALLY AWARDS

RALLY NOVICE (RN) AWARD
Valerie Mahoney
In memory of Rendition Love Me Do CD RN CGC
Highest total score completing an RN title

Winner: Fyrethorn Exactly Right CD BN RN NA NAJ OF NFP BCAT SCN TKN
Owner: Lynn Kwiatkowski, Charles Sloughfy, Frances Sloughfy & Daniel Adamavange
288 pts

Runner-up: GCH Ch Beaubriar’s Ambition RN SHDN TKI
Owner: Sarah Schroeder & Michelle DeChambeau
286 pts

RALLY ADVANCED (RA) AWARD
Pat Boldt
Dublin Meadows Trophy
In honor of Am.Int. CH Arista’s Royal Moment CD RE CGC
Highest total score completing an RA title

Winner: Emerald Isl’s Anything Goes CD RA JH
Owner: Dan Graham & Ann Graham
288 pts
Runner-up: Ramblin’ Red When Irish Eyes are Smiling CD PCD BN RA JH  
Owner: Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson  
278 pts

RALLY EXCELLENT (RE) AWARD  
Carole Raschella  
*In memory of Sunshine’s Gift of Galway CD RAE2 CGC*  
Highest total score completing an RE title  

**Winner:** Cairncross N Kinloch Guilty As Chanrged CD BN RE CGCA  
Owner: Jeanine Wilson, Patty Fanelli, Mike Fanelli & Tristan Wilson  
260 pts

Runner-up: Ramblin’ Red When Irish Eyes are Smiling CD PCD BN RE JH  
Owner: Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson  
221 pts

RALLY ADVANCED EXCELLENT (RAE) AWARD  
Phil & Deanna Cuchiaro  
*In memory of Cuchiaro’s Rescued Lucky Sham CGC Therapy Dog, “Rocky”*  
Highest total score completing an RAE title  

**Winner:** Ramblin’ Red When Irish Eyes are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA  
Owner: Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson  
1839 pts

Runner-Up: No applicant

AGILITY AWARDS

NOVICE STANDARD AGILITY (NA) AWARD  
ISCA  
Highest total score completing an NA title  

**Winner:** Ch Redtale Time Flies When You’re Having Fun BN JH NA NAJ NF CGC TKA  
Owner: Melissa Suter & Debbie Murray  
300 pts 75.54 secs under

Runner-up: GCH CH Meadowview Star Garnett PCD BN RE NA N T2 TKN  
Owner: Robyn Foust & Mitch Foust  
285 pts 46.48 secs under
NOVICE AGILITY JUMPERS (NAJ) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an NAJ title

**Winner:** Redfeathers Kick Start My Heart NAJ  
**Owner:** Marly’s Semple and Patrick Semple  
**300 pts 31.91 secs under**

**Runner-up:** Shine On Up To No Good NAJ  
**295 pts 33.42 secs under**

NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED (NAP) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an NAP title

**Winner:** GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA AXJ NAP NIP OF CGC TKN  
**Owner:** Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson  
**290 pts 65.46 secs under**

**Runner-up:** Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI  
**Owner:** Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
**285 pts 72.37 secs under**

NOVICE AGILITY PREFERRED (NJP) AWARD
Airyn Trophy
Highest total score in completing the NJP title

**Winner:** GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA AXJ NAP NIP OF CGC TKN  
**Owner:** Barbara Butler & Jean C Johnson  
**300 pts 44.37 secs under**

**Runner-up:** Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI  
**Owner:** Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
**290 pts 17.38 secs under**

OPEN AGILITY (OA) AWARD
ISCA
Highest total score completing an OA title

**Winner:** CH Stomar’s Auora Borealis RN OA NAJ NJP CGC  
**Owner:** Darcy D Valente  
**290 pts 34.38 secs under**

**Runner-up:** Salisbury's Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI
Owner: Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
271 pts 4.05 secs under

OPEN AGILITY JUMPERS (OAJ) AWARD
Jane Guidinger
Redcoat Trophy
_In memory of CH Soraj Chances Are CD RAE AX AXJ THD_
Highest total score completing an OAJ title

Winner:  Shine-On Up to No Good OAJ
Owner:  Mary McAdam
295 pts 39.21 secs under

Runner-up:  Salisbury’s Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP NJP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI
Owner:  Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
272 pts 3.76 secs under

AGILITY EXCELLENT (AX) AWARD
Cathy Dever
_In honor of Arista’s Grand Irish Crème CD JH MX MXJ AXP AJP VC_
Highest total score completing an AX title

Winner: No applicant

AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (AXJ) AWARD
Andy Middleton
Highest total score completing an AXJ title

Winner:  GCHB CH Mi Jean’s Vixen JH OA AXJ NAP NIP OF CGC TKN
Owner:  Barbara Butler & Jean
300 pts 12.65 secs under

Runner-up:  No applicant

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT (MX) AWARD
Sue Mertens
Heartsong Agile Irish Trophy
_In memory of CH Rapture’s Ring of Fire UD JH MX MXJ VC FM_
Greatest number of seconds under course time completing an MX title

Winner:  Salisbury’s Wile E. Coyote CD BN RN JH MX MXJ MJB XF CGC TKI
Owner:  Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
219.72  secs under
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT JUMPERS (MXJ) AWARD
Donna and Jeff Salisbury
Ruby Trophy
In memory of MACH12 Salisbury’s Tuesday Red Irish Jewel RN JH MXB4 MJG4 MXF TQX T2B2 VC, “Ruby”
Greatest number of seconds under course time completing an MXJ title

Winner: No applicant

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT (TQX) AWARD
Terri & James Turner
Jazzi Trophy
In honor of MACH11 PACH Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed MXG4 MJC4 MXP5 MJPS PAX FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 T2BP, “Jazzi”
Highest total score completing a TQX title

Winner: No applicant

Master Century FAST (MFC) Award
Terri & James Turner
Jazzi Trophy
In honor of MACH11 PACH Lakeffect’s Jazmin Unleashed MXG4 MJC4 MXP5 MJPS PAX FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 T2BP, “Jazzi”
For the member whose Irish Setter completes the MFC Title

Winner: No applicant

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIP (MACH) AWARD
Kristin Kamholz DVM
In memory of CH MACH2 Classic Bryce Canyon CD RE
Highest number of MACH points completing a first MACH

Winner: No applicant

FIELD AWARDS

PUPPY/DERBY FIELD TRIAL AWARD
Kevin & Jeannie Culver
In memory of FC AFC Runnymede’s Karry Court Rocky JH ROM
For defeating the most dogs by placing first through fourth in Open and Amateur Walking Puppy and Amateur Walking Derby at AKC Field Trials

Winner: Brophy’s On the Run
Owner: Dave and Vicky Tomkin
48 Dogs defeated
Runner-up: No applicant

AMATEUR STAKES AWARD
Marilyn & Fred Putz and Pam Wiegandt
CH Runwild Fiona Memorial Trophy
In memory of Virginia Hardin
For winning the most points in AKC Amateur Stakes

Winner: NGDC Quantonas Reciprocal
Owner: Kelli Aitken
2 points

Runner-up: No applicant

FIELD AWARD
Connie Vanacore, Sam McDonald, Ed Meyer and Jay Zirkle
Ken Ruff Memorial Trophy
For defeating the greatest number of dogs in adult stakes at AKC Field Trials

Winner: NFC GFC FC Brophy’s King Pin
Owner: Mary Palvelko & Greg Dixon
100 dogs defeated

Runner-up: FC Brophy’s Gonzo Style
Owner: Mary Palvelko & Greg Dixon
64 dogs defeated

FIELD TRIAL WINNERS AWARD
Karolynne McAteer
Red Barn Trophy
In memory of CH Red Barn Runnymeadel Harmony JH
For winning the most points in stakes in which six or more compete

Winner: NFC GFC FC Brophy’s King Pin
Owner: Mary Palvelko & Greg Dixon
24 pts

Runner-up: Brophy’s on the Run
Owner: Dave & Vicky Tompkin
23 pts

FIELD AND SHOW AWARD
Cassie Allen
In memory of FC Mythodical’s Uncommon Jade JH ROM
For having at least two points towards a conformation championship and winning the most points in field trial stakes.
Winner: Glynscot Firecracker Bright Star  
Owner: Matt & Wendy Czarnecki  
2 field points & 5 Championship points

FIELD SIRE AWARD  
Ken & Linda Ruff Family  
Brophy Trophy  
For the sire whose get win the greatest number of field championship points

TIE:  
Winner: FC Heiligsepp’s Blick  
Owner: Rich Strumpf  
15 points

Winner: NFC Brophy’s Sandcreek John Galt  
Owner: Ken & Lucas Ruff  
15 points

FIELD MATRON AWARD  
Bill and Kathy Bryan  
In honor of Ken and Linda Ruff  
For the matron whose produce win the greatest number of field championship points

Winner: Brophy’s Lilil Paprika  
Owner: Corinne & Phil Ruff  
15 points

Runner-up: Brophy’s Sweet Darlin  
Owner: Ken & Phil Ruff  
13 points

FIELD BREEDER AWARD  
Debbie & Andy Agnew  
In memory of FC Altamuskin Annie  
For the breeder winning the most championship points at AKC Field Trials

Winner: Ken & Phil Ruff  
28 points

Runner-up: Kelli Aitken 11 points

MULTIPLE VENUE AWARDS

BEST SIRE, VERSATILE COMPANION EVENTS AWARD  
Megan Spencer  
Shadyview’s Double Step Trophy
For the sire whose get earn the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles

**Winner:** No applicant

**BEST MATRON, VERSATILE COMPANION EVENTS AWARD**
*Marty Siegrist*  
*Shadyview’s Play It Again Trophy*  
For the matron whose produce earn the most AKC Versatile Companion Events titles

**Winner:** No applicant

**ANNE SCHILLING MEMORIAL RESCUE AWARD**  
*Margie Hohman & Great Lakes Rescue*  
*In memory of Anne Schilling*  
For the Rescue Irish Setter who achieves the greatest number of titles

**Winner:** *Salisbury’s Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI*  
**Owner:** Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
**10 Titles**

**Runner-up:** *Salisbury’s Because I Said So CGCA*  
**Owner:** Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
**2 Titles**

**MOST AKC TITLES AWARD**  
*Jim & Cathy Gibbs*  
*Charmin Trophy*  
*In memory of MACH6 Rusticwood Swing Softly CD RA MXP AJP MXF, “Charmin”*  
For attaining the most titles on a dog (– Lifetime achievement and multiple titles do not count)

**Winner:** *Salisbury’s Meant To Be RN OA OAJ NAP OF NFP CA CGCA TKI*  
**Owner:** Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury  
**10 Titles**

**Runner-up:** *Ramblin’ Red When Irish Eyes are Smiling CD PCD BN RM RAE JH CGCA*  
**Owner:** Jeanine Wilson & Tristan Wilson  
**9 Titles**

**MOST AKC TITLES BY AN OWNER AWARD**  
*Jeanine Wilson*  
*Sunrunner Trophy*  
*In honor of Am Int CH Sunrunner’s Romance CD BN RE JH VC SD TT CGC, “Romance” and CH CT Sunrunner’s Heartbeat of America CD BN RN JH VC CGC, “Shevy”*  
For the owner attaining the most AKC titles (minimum of 2 dogs / 2 venues earning titles – Lifetime achievement and multiple titles do not count)
Winner:  Donna Salisbury & Jeff Salisbury
19 Titles on 5 dogs

Runner-up:  Jeanine Wilson
17 Titles on 2 dogs

MASTER HUNTER AWARD
Matt & Wendy Czarnecki
Bright Star Trophy
For earning a Master Hunter title and also earned a Champion, Field Champion, or Amateur Field Champion

Winner:  No applicant

CONFORMATION AND OBEDIENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Judy Eaton
Chantilly Trophy
In memory of CH Chantilly Glory Times
For attaining the titles: Champion and Obedience Trial Champion

Winner:  No applicant

CONFORMATION AND AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Beverly Wallace
Bonnybrook Trophy
In memory of Am.Can. CH MACH Harborlight Promises to Keep CD JH VC EAC EJC CGC, “Allie”
For attaining the titles: Champion and Master Agility Champion

Winner:  No applicant

OBEDIENCE AND AGILITY CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
Fyrethorn Trophy
For attaining the titles: Obedience Trial Champion and Master Agility Champion

Winner:  No applicants

FIELD AND OBEDIENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS AWARD
ISCA
In Memory of Marilee Larson
For attaining the titles: Field Champion and Obedience Trial Champion

Winner:  No applicant

DUAL CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD
ISC Milwaukee
In memory of Dale & Irene Walker
For attaining the titles of Champion and Field Champion

Winner: No applicant

TRIPLE CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD
ISCA
For attaining the titles: Dual Champion and Obedience Trial Champion or Tracking Champion or Master Agility Champion

Winner: No applicant

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP AWARDS

For each Junior qualifying for Westminster, AKC/Eukanuba National Championship or putting a title on a dog.

Mary Claire Ctibor
Best Junior Royal Canine and Finalist at Westminster Kennel Club

CONFORMATION

NEW MEMBER AWARD
Lorraine Bisso
In memory of CH Hil-Mor’s Duke of Sheelin
For the new member in 2012 whose Irish Setter wins the greatest number of firsts in regular classes or as Winners Dog or Winners Bitch

Winner: No applicant

PUPPY DOG AWARD
Dewey & Jackie Drummond
For winning the Puppy Dog class the greatest number of times (competition required)

Winner: No Applicant

PUPPY BITCH AWARD
Marilyn Title
Marilyn Trophy
For winning the Puppy Bitch class the greatest number of times (competition required)

Winner: Vermillion’s Red Headed Stranger
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
4 wins

Runner-up: No applicant
BEST PUPPY AWARD
Laura-Edwards Johnson
CH Rosette English Tea Tyme Memorial Trophy
For winning Best Puppy at Specialty Shows the greatest number of times

TIE
Winner: Vermillion’s Don’t Fence Me In
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
6 Best Puppy

Runner-up: Bramblebush Piper at the Gates of Dawn
Owner: Cheryl Stiehl DVM & Craig Larson
5 Best Puppy

POINTS FROM PUPPY CLASS AWARD
Mary Merlo
Evergreen Trophy
In memory of Am. Can. CH Evergreen Smoke N Mirrors JH
For winning the greatest number of points from the Puppy class at 2 point or better shows (minimum 4 points)

Winner: Vermillion’s Red Headed Stranger
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
15 points

Runner-up: Vermillion’s Don’t Fence Me In Saint Nick O’Shenandoah
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
12 points

WINNERS AWARD
Susan Griffiths
Kerry-Eire Trophy
For winning the greatest number of points from any class other than Open

Winner: Ch Kinross N Estrella Jagerbomb
Owner: Diane Carl
18 points

Runner-up: Ch Analainn’s Breathless at Ambition
Owner: Gail Miller, Amy Noyes and Harry Moore
15 points 85 defeated

BRED-BY EXHIBITOR DOG AWARD
Pat Kudla
Castlebar Trophy
For winning the Bred-by Exhibitor dog class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)
Winner: Kinloch’s Back Burn  
Owner: Patty and Mike Fanelli  
7 wins

Runner-up: No applicant

**BRED-BY EXHIBITOR BITCH AWARD**  
Patty & Mike Fanelli  
Kinloch Trophy  
For winning the Bred-by Exhibitor bitch class the greatest number of times (3 or more in class)

Winner: Donald & Deborah Lawrence  
4 wins

Runner-up: No applicant

**OPEN DOG AWARD**  
Connie Vanacore  
Ballycroy Trophy  
For winning the Open dog class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

Winner: Ch Courtwood Sky By Design  
Owner: Lindaa Ostberg  
5 wins

Runner-up: No applicant

**OPEN BITCH AWARD**  
Tom & Anita Gage  
For winning the Open bitch class the greatest number of times (4 or more in class)

Winner: Ch Avon Farm Little Miss Sunshine  
Owner: Leslie Russell and Amy Maxwell  
3 wins

Runner-up: No applicant

**RESERVE WINNERS DOG AWARD**  
Dick & Lynn Caragol  
Saltaire Trophy  
For winning Reserve Winners Dog the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Vermillion’s Don’t Fench Me In  
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote  
7 wins
Runner-up: Redtale Time Flies When You’re Having Fun
Owner: Melissa Suter
2 wins

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH AWARD
Cindy Stanford
Roclyn Trophy
For winning Reserve Winners Bitch the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: Vermillion’s Don’t Fence Me In
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
4 wins

Runner-up: Ch Analainn’ Breathless at Ambition
Owner: Gail Miller, Amy Noyes and Harry Moore
3 wins

WINNERS DOG AWARD
Jan Ziech
Lucky Morn Trophy
In Memory of "Chevy" – Am.Can. CH Tealwood Special Edition CGC TDI
For winning the greatest number of points at 2 point or better shows (BOW does not count)

Winner: Ch Kinross N Estrella Jagerbomb
Owner: Diane Carl
18 points

Runner-up: Ch Courtwood Sky By Design
Owner: Linda Ostberg
15 points

WINNERS BITCH AWARD
ISC of Michigan
Shangrila Trophy
In memory of Bill & Lynn Mehring & CH Shangrila Moon Shadow
For winning the greatest number of points at 2 point or better shows (BOW does not count)

Winner: Analainn’s Breathless at Ambition
Owner: Gail Miller, Amy Noyes and Harry Moore
15 points 83 defeated

Runner-up: Ch Jadestar Western Swing
Owner: Janet Smith and Kathleen Crocker
15 points 58 defeated

BEST OF WINNERS AWARD
Jay & Kellie Zirkle
**Dunbrook Trophy**
For the dog or bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going BOW (minimum of 3 wins)

**Winner:** Ch Courtwood Sky By Design  
**Owner:** Linda Ostberg  
90 defeated

**Runner-up:** Vermillion’s Don’t Fence Me In  
**Owner:** Bruce and Mary Foote  
20 defeated

**VETERAN DOG AWARD**
Sandy Jones  
Dreamtime Trophy  
For winning the Veteran Dog class the greatest number of times (minimum 2 wins, competition required)

**Winner:** No applicants

**VETERAN BITCH AWARD**
Pat & Carol McGarry  
Windntide Trophy  
For winning the Veteran Bitch class the greatest number of times (minimum 2 wins, competition required)

**Winner:** No applicants

**BREEDER/OWNER AWARD**
Anne Marie, Randy & Peter Kubacz  
Ramblin’ Red Trophy  
For the breeder/owner winning the greatest number of points with one or more Irish Setters bred by owner at 2 point or better shows

**Winner:** Krista Musil  
25 points

**Runner-up:** Gloria Askins  
11 points

**BREEDER/OWNER AWARD**
Cynthia Orr  
Blueprint Trophy  
For the breeder/owner defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 points or better shows

**Winner:** Ch Lunn’s Zippity Doo Dah  
**Owner:** Krista Musil
26 defeated

Runner-up: No applicant

LITTER BREEDER AWARD
Charles & Fran Sloughfy
Fyrethorn Trophy
For the breeder of the litter whose members win the most championship points (minimum 2 in same litter required)

Winner: Bonita Marie Ingram
55 points

Runner-up: Amy Maxwell and Leslie Russell
47 points

BEST SIRE OF LITTER AWARD
Wayne & Maggie Ford
Herihunda Trophy
For the owner of the sire whose get from one litter win the greatest number of championship points (minimum 2 in same litter required)

Winner: GRCHS Ch Rusticwood Bentley Corisica, CD RE CGC TKN
Owner: Carolyn Dison
60 points

Runner-up: GRCH Ch Jadestar Trailblazer
Owner: Laurel & Wayne Nicholson & Susan Hahnen
56 points

BREEDERS AWARD
Bill & Cathy Deily
Kerrybrook Trophy
For the breeder whose dog(s) win the most championship points as Winners Dog, Winners Bitch or Best of Winners at 3 point or better shows

Winner: Bruce and Mary Foote
27 points

Runner-up: Krista Musil and Garth Baker
21 points

BEST SIRE AWARD
Anne Bolus
Dunholm Trophy
For the owner of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points
Winner: GRCHS Ch Rusticwood Bentley Corisica, CD RE CGC TKN
Owner: Carolyn Dison
153 points

Runner-up: GRCH Ch Jadestar Trailblazer
Owner: Larel & Wayne Nicholson & Susan Hahnen
56 points

BREEDER-BEST SIRE AWARD
Melinda Higby
Chappell Trophy
For the breeder of the sire whose get win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: Carolyn Dison

BEST MATRON AWARD
Frank & Pat Haigler
Rendition’s CH Michael’s Patti O’Shea Trophy
For the owner of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: Ch Avon Farm London Bells
Owner: Leslie Russell
54 points

Tie Runner-up: GCHS Ch Lucky Morn Firecraker
Owner: Jan Ziech
Ch Lunn’s Super Model
Owner: Krista Musil
38 points

BREEDER-BEST MATRON AWARD
Charlie & Suzanne Walker
Kellyglen Trophy
For the breeder of the matron whose produce win the greatest number of championship points

Winner: Leslie Russell

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX AWARD
Sam H. McDonald
In memory of CH Powderhorn’s Call To Glory
For winning Best of Opposite Sex the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

Winner: GCHG Ch Sweetwoods Knave of Hearts
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
17 BOS
Runner-up: GCHG Ch Fyrethorn It’s Elementary
Owner: Richard and Debra Krasley
11 BOS

BEST DOG AWARD
Bob and Marge McKay
Morrigan Trophy
For the owner of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: GCHG Ch Sweetwoods Knave of Hearts
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
554 defeated

Runner-up: No applicant

BREEDER-BEST DOG AWARD
Jeanette Holmes
Estrella Trophy
*In memory of CH Estrella Sand ‘n’ Sable ROM*
For the breeder of the dog defeating the greatest number of dogs by going Winners Dog, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: Kim Kazee, Caroline Deslauriers, Evelyn Deslauriers and Christine Raposo

BEST BITCH AWARD
Ann Mateer
CH Tirvelda Nutbrown Sherry Memorial Trophy
For the owner of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: GCHS CH Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
Owner: Mary Merlo
960 defeated

Runner-up: Glynscot Firecracker Bright Star
Owner: Wendy and Matt Czarnecki
102 defeated

BREEDER-BEST BITCH AWARD
Shirley Farrington
Shawnee Trophy
*In loving memory of Richard Farrington*
For the breeder of the bitch defeating the greatest number of bitches by going Winners Bitch, Best of Opposite Sex or Best of Breed

Winner: Mary Merlo
BEST OF BREED AWARD  
Sandie Baron & Heidi Baron Bennett 
Gentree Trophy  
_In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Baron_  
For the owner of the Irish Setter winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

**Winner:** GCHS CH Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain  
**Owner:** Mary Merlo  
**32 BOB**

**Runner-up:** GCHS Ch Sweetwoods Knave of Hearts  
**Owner:** Bruce and Mary Foote  
**25 BOB**

BREEDER-BEST OF BREED AWARD  
Danice Casper, Ph.D. 
Wolfscroft Trophy  
_In memory of Dr. Wolfgang Casper_  
For the breeder of the Irish Setter winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

**Winner:** Mary Merlo

BREEDER/OWNER, BEST OF BREED AWARD  
Barbara Bernhardt 
Erinmohr Trophy  
For the Irish Setter bred by the owner and winning Best of Breed the greatest number of times at 2 point or better shows

**Winner:** GCHS CH Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain  
**Owner:** Mary Merlo  
**32 BOB**

**Runner-up:** No applicant

BEST OF BREED FROM THE CLASSES, AT A SPECIALTY  
Pam Seipkes  
The Windwood Serenade Trophy  
_In memory of BISS Am/Can CH Windwood Serenade JH_  
For the Irish Setter who wins BOB from the classes (either sex may apply) at a Specialty.

**Winner:** No applicant

BEST OF BREED DOG, OWNER HANDLED AWARD  
Ken & Debbie Davis
**Emerald Isl’s Trophy**
For the owner of the Dog defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed

**Winner:** No applicant

**BEST OF BREED BITCH, OWNER HANDLED AWARD**
Norbert & Nena Dee
Camelot Trophy
For the owner of the Bitch defeating the greatest number of Irish Setters by going Best of Breed

**Winner:** GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
**Owner:** Mary Merlo
960 defeated

Runner-up: No applicant

**BEST OF BREED, SPECIALTY SHOWS AWARD**
Tom & Barbara Johnstone
Kintyre Trophy
For the owner of the dog or bitch winning the greatest number of Best of Breeds at Specialty Shows (minimum 2 wins required)

**Winner:** GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
**Owner:** Mary Merlo
22 wins

Runner-up: GCHG Ch Sweetwoods Knave of Hearts
**Owner:** Bruce and Mary Foote
18 wins

**SPORTING GROUP, BRED-BY EXHIBITOR AWARD**
Pat Jesson
Fleetwood Farms Trophy
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Rumbaugh
For the Bred-by Exhibitor Irish Setter winning or placing in the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

**Winner:** GCHS Ch MiJean's You Mad Bro?
**Owner:** Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Johanne Homberg
190 points for group placements

Runner-up: GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
**Owner:** Mary Merlo
148 points for group placements

**SPORTING GROUP AWARD**
ISCA
**Scarlo Trophy**
*In memory of Penny Nunnally*
For winning the Sporting Group the greatest number of times

**Winner:** GCHS Ch MiJean’s You Mad Bro?
**Owner:** Jean Johnson, Sarah Shuman, Jennifer & Johanne Homberg
**28 Group 1’s**

**Runner-up:** GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
**Owner:** Mary Merlo
**17 Group 1’s**

**BEST IN SHOW AWARD**  
Ken & Debbie Davis  
Rockherin Trophy
*In memory of Katherine & Frank Wheatley & CH Rockherin Sheena ROM*  
For winning the greatest number of Best In Show awards (minimum 4 wins)

**Winner:** GCHS Ch Sweetwoods Knave of Hearts
**Owner:** Bruce and Mary Foote
**4 BIS**

**Runner-up:** GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
**Owner:** Mary Merlo
**2 BIS**

**RESERVE BEST IN SHOW**

**Winner:** GCHG Ch Fyrethorn It’s Elemetary BN CGCA
**Owner:** Richard and Debra Krasley
**4 RBIS**

**Runner-up:** GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
**Owner:** Mary Merlo
**3 RBIS**

**GOLDEN LEASH AWARD**  
ISCA  
For winning the greatest number of championship points at shows of 3 points or better, and having no points as of January 1 of award year.

**Winner:** Ch Kinross N Estrella Jagerbomb
**Owner:** Diane Carl
**18 points**

**Runner-up:** Ch Analainn’s Breathless at Ambition
**Owner:** Gail Miller, Amy Noyes and Harry Moore
15 points 83 defeated

CHAMPION AWARD
President of ISCA
To the owner of the Irish Setter defeating the most dogs as Best of Breed

Winner:  GCHS Ch Evergreen Set Fire to the Rain
Owner:  Mary Merlo
1218 defeated

Runner-up:  GCHG Ch Sweetwoods Knave of Hearts
Owner: Bruce and Mary Foote
1016 defeated